LUNG 肺
Perilla Pearls (Suzi Lihou Tang plus Xiao Xianxiong Tang): releases surface; disinhibits downward flow of Lung qi; transforms heat phlegm
Metal Pearls (She Jie Xing Chong Tang plus Pingjia Tang plus Baihe Huashi San): disinhibits downward flow of Lung qi; transforms phlegm; moistens Lung yin
Wind Pearls (Cangersi San plus Sanzi Yangqin Tang plus Lung/Kidney yin tonics): dispels wind from respiratory tract (especially nose); transforms phlegm; disinhibits downward flow of Lung qi; moistens yin of Lung/Kidney to counteract auto-immune reactions; opens collaterals
Glacier Pearls (Yanghe Tang plus): transforms toxic phlegm nodules; moistens yin of Lung/Kidney to calm mucous membrane irritation caused by foreign objects embedded in lungs; rescues Lung yang; opens collaterals

[Cinnamon Pearls] (Guizhi Tang plus Ling Gui Zhu Gan Tang plus): invigorates lung yang; transforms cold damp/phlegm; moistens yin of Lung/Kidney to counteract auto-immune reactions

LARGE INTESTINE 大腸
Tiger Pearls (Wenpi Tang plus Taohe Chengqi Tang): disinhibits downward flow of Stomach and Large Intestine qi; safeguards Spleen yang and disinhibits dampness; moistens intestines; increases microcirculation in intestinal walls
Dragon Pearls (Dai Ge San plus Xieixin Tang plus Yinchenhao Tang plus Sini Tang): clears excess yangming heat and toxicity; buffers Spleen yang

[Golden Pearls] (Guizhi Jia Gegen Tang plus Weijing Tang): increases circulation in yangming channels (especially in sinuses and teeth/jaws); clears yangming heat phlegm, but safeguards yang of Spleen and Small Intestine

STOMACH 胃
Earth Pearls (Wuji San): transforms cold damp; regulates counterflow of Stomach qi; transforms food stagnation and increases appetite; moves blood and controls pain
Metal Pearls (She Jie Xing Chong Tang plus Pingjia Tang plus Baihe Huashi San): disinhibits downward flow of Lung, Large Intestine and Stomach qi; transforms accumulation; moistens mucous membranes
Ginkgo Pearls (Wuzhuyu Tang plus Danshen Yin plus): reverses counterflow of qi due to Stomach cold; controls pain in solar plexus region by descending cold phlegm; regenerates chronically compromised mucous membranes in stomach, esophagus, tongue/mouth, and naso-pharyngeal tract; counteracts addictive craving by regulating brain chemistry through the digestive networks

[Thunder Pearls] (Jiajian Su He Tang modified for intestinal parasites): clears (digestive) Gu syndrome

[Bowel Pearls] (Jiajian Su He Tang modified for nervous system parasites): clears (brain) Gu syndrome

The Classical Pearls Series of Remedies
POSIIONS ON THE ALCHEMICAL HOLOMAP OF THE CHINESE ORGAN NETWORKS

SPLEEN 脾
Amber Pearls (Shen Ling Boizhu San plus Buwei Yaotaixue Fang): tonifies Spleen qi with food grade ingredients; astringes diarrhea; calms shen
Earth Pearls (Wuji San): warms the Spleen and transforms cold damp, controls diarrhea; transforms food stagnation and increases appetite
Vitality Pearls (Fuzi Lizhong Tang plus): recharges Spleen yang and dries cold damp; safeguards Stomach yin

[Golden Pearls] (Guizhi Tang plus Ling Gui Zhu Gan Tang plus): moves Spleen yang; transforms cold damp/phlegm; reduces abdominal cramping and pain; moistens yin of Stomach/Kidney to counteract auto-immune reactions (especially food allergies)

HEART 心
Spirit Pearls (Suanzaoren Tang plus Baihe Huashi San plus): calms shen by moistening the yin/blood of Heart and Lung; transforms phlegm to open the orifice of the Heart and resolve trauma; disinhibits downward flow of Lung and Heart qi

SMALL INTESTINE 小腸
Cinnamon Pearls (Guizhi Tang plus Ling Gui Zhu Gan Tang plus): invigorates Lung yang; transforms cold damp/phlegm; moistens yin of Intestines/Kidney to counteract auto-immune reactions (especially food allergies); relaxes neck tension
Amber Pearls (Shen Ling Boizhu San plus Buwei Yaotaixue Fang): tonifies digestive qi with food grade ingredients; astringes diarrhea; calms the spirit

BLADDER 膀胱
Cinnamon Pearls (Guizhi Tang plus Ling Gui Zhu Gan Tang plus): invigorates Lung yang; transforms cold damp/phlegm; moistens yin of Intestines/Kidney to counteract auto-immune reactions; strengthens spinal cord, reduces back tension
[Virgo Pearls] (Guizhi Shaoyao Zhimu Tang plus): moves taiyang qi and eliminates wind damp; opens blocked collaterals and alleviates pain in the joints/spine; moistens yin to counteract auto-immune reactions

[Ocean Pearls] (Guizhi Fuling Wang plus Taohe Chengqi Tang plus Sini Tang plus Danggui Beimu Kushen Wan): transforms blood stasis in lower burner to soften masses and accumulations in lower abdomen and pelvic region; purges toxic heat from urinary tract; invigorates mingmen fire to boost vitality of the lower dantian

[Ox Bone Pearls] (Taoist medicine formula): moves blood to neutralize physical trauma; enhances mineral absorption by the bones and rebuilding of structural tissues in bones and connective tissue
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KIDNEY 膀

Water Pearls (Shenqi Wan plus Yanling Guben Dan): tonifies Kidney qi and disinhibits stagnating water; astringes prenatal essence; enhances pelvic circulation; moistens yin of Kidney/Lung to counteract auto-immune reactions

Love Pearls (Taoist medicine formula): invigorates flagging Kidney yang with food grade materials; tonifies the essence of Kidney and Liver to counteract atrophy of sexual tissues; strengthens hormonal vitality and calms the nerves

[Guanyin Pearls] (Qiyang Dan plus Erxian Tang plus Erzhi Wan plus Baihe Zhimu Tang): safeguards Kidney yang to alleviate deficiency flare-up of yang energy in menopausal women; moistens yin/essence of Kidney, Liver, and Lung to prevent dryness and deficiency heat symptoms

PERICARDIUM 心包

Counterflow Pearls (Xuanfu Daizhe Tang plus Yiguan Jian plus Danshen Yin plus): reverses counterflow of qi in Pericardium/Heart and Stomach; nourishes Pericardium/Stomach and Liver yin to prevent flaring of yang in the jueyin networks and control high blood pressure, high cholesterol, acid reflux and blood sugar fluctuations; softens sclerotic tissues in heart, liver, and stomach

Ginkgo Pearls (Wuzhuyu Tang plus Danshen Yin): reverses counterflow of qi due to cold in Pericardium/Stomach and Liver; controls pain in head, chest or solar plexus region by moving blood and descending cold phlegm; regenerates chronically compromised mucous membranes in stomach, esophagus, tongue/mouth, and naso-pharyngeal tract; regulates brain chemistry in acute emotional stress situations

[Heart Pearls] (Fuzi Lizhong Tang plus Zhenwu Tang plus Shengmai San plus): tonifies yang qi of Spleen, Kidney and Pericardium/Liver to improve water metabolism and blood circulation; moistens yin of Heart and Lung to prevent dryness; prevent cellular degeneration in vascular system, heart, liver and kidneys

[Mama Pearls] (Danggui Sini Tang plus): warms, moves and nourishes Pericardium/Liver yang and blood; breaks down cancer accumulations formed by blood stasis and toxic phlegm—especially breast cancer—in hormonally compromised individuals

TRIPLE WARMER 三焦

Peace Pearls (Qiyang Dan plus Suanzaoren Tang plus Anmian Tang): soothes the Fire networks by reversing upward qi flow via strengthening the Kidney’s ability to store and contain yang; calms shen and counteracts anxiety/insomnia by nourishing Heart blood; eliminates restlessness by clearing localized heat from the Heart/Triple Warmer.

Ease Pearls (Xiao Chaihu Tang plus Xiaoyao San plus Banxia Houpo Tang plus Maimendong Tang): harmonizes shaoyang and removes stagnation of qi/dampness to alleviate depression, mood swings and digestive discomfort; regulates pathological qi and blood flow; tonifies qi, yin and blood.

GALLBLADDER 胆

Ease Pearls (Xiao Chaihu Tang plus Xiaoyao San plus Banxia Houpo Tang plus Maimendong Tang): harmonizes shaoyang and removes stagnation of qi/dampness to alleviate depression, lack of motivation and digestive discomfort; regulates pathological qi and blood flow.

LIVER 肝

Evergreen Pearls (Danggui Sini Tang plus Buyang Huanwu Tang plus): increases microcirculation in the brain by opening jueyin channels and cerebral collaterals; increases microcirculation in vascular system and extremities by warming and moving blood; calms tremors, spasms, and involuntary movements by tonifying blood and extinguishing internal wind

[Sugar Pearls] (Fuzi Lizhong Tang plus Shengmai San plus Taohe Chengqi Tang plus): tonifies Spleen/Stomach yang, clears liver heat, tonifies yin and moves stagnating blood to stabilize blood sugar, reduce cellular toxicity, improve microcirculation, and prevent cellular degeneration

[Moon Pearls] (Fuzi Lizhong Tang plus Jiao Ai Tang plus): tonifies and moves qi/blood to regulate menstrual blood flow, resolve pelvic masses and congestion; stops bleeding
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